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ABBREVIATIONS 

EEDQ: N-ethoxycarbonyl-2-ethoxy-1,2-dihydroquinoline; 

Tempamlne: 4-anrlno-2,2,6,6,-tetramethyl-piperindino-N-oxyl; 

TA-BR: tempamine-spin labeled bacteriorhodopsin; 

AES:- 2-aminoethanesulfonic actd; 

SNS: 2-(3-carboxypropyl)-4,4-dimethyl-2-tridecyl~3-oxazolidinyloxyl; 

lONS: 2-(8-carboxyoctyl)-2-octyl-4,4-dimethyl-3-oxazolidinyloxyl; 

lSNS: 2-(14-carboxytetradecyl)~2-ethyl-4,4-dimethyl-3-oxazolidinyloxyl. 
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The purple membrane ~solated from Halobacterium halobium contains only 

a single protein, bacteriorhodopsin, which fun~tions as a light-driven 

proton pump. Substantial structural information has been obtained which 

has led to specific models of protein structuie in the membrane (Engelman, 

~ al., 1982; Huang,.~ al., ~982; Agard and Stroud, 1982). The retinal 

chromophor~ of bact~riorhodopsin is bound to the s-amino group of lysine-216 

by a. Schiff base linkage (Katre ~ al., 1981, Bayley~ al., 1981). Light 

absorption by the chromophore initiates a photochemical reaction cycle 

which involves configurational changes in retinal and conformational changes 

of the protein (for a review, see Stoeckenius ~ al., 1979). The role of 

the Schiff base linkage in the reaction mechanism is well established, but 

the contribution of the protein moiety to chromophore structure, the photo-

chemical reaction cycle, and to the proton translocation mechanism ~s 

largely unknown. 

The carboxyl residues of aspartic and glutamic acid have been suggested 

to have the following roles in bacteriorhodopsin: 
r 

(i) Structural. By forming ion-pairs within the membrane ~.;ith the 

positively charged groups of lysine and/or arginine (Packer~ al., 1979; 

Engelman~ al., 1980); (ii) Chromophoric. By interacting with retinal 

and the Schiff base nitrogen to modulate absorption properties (Fisher and 

Oesterhelt, 1980); and <iii) Catalytic. By functioning as proton translo-

eating groups during the photoreaction cycle. Chemical modification studies 

of carboiyl groups has indicated str~ctural involvement in the photocycle 

(Herz and Packer, 1981). Recently, Fourier transform and kinetic infrared 

spectroscopy studies (Rothschild ~ al., 198-1; Siebert ~ ~·, 1982) h:JV!' 

demonstrated changes in the protonition state of carboxyl groups correlated 

with the photocycle. It was suggested that these groups reside in a hydro-

phobic membrane environment. In addition, curren~ models of bacteriorhodopsin 
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structure place several carboxyl residues within hydrophobic mem.brane-protein 

domains. Thus, knowledge of the topography of carboxyl residues is central 

to the ·understanding of the structure and function of the light-driven proton 

pump. 

We have used chemical modification techniques to attach r~porter groups 
~ . • 

to the carboxyl residues of bacteriorhodopsin. The spin-label and chromophoric 

groups employed display characteristic spectra which are sensitive to changes 

in their microenvironment. This approach has allowed the corr~lation of func-

tional properties of carboxyl groups with their local topography and mobility 

in distinct membrane-protei~ domains. 

ESR Evidence for Buried Carboxyl Groups 

Bacteriorhodopsin was covalently spin-labeled by reacting 4-amino-2,2,6,6-

tetramethyl-piperdino-N-oxyl (Tempaminet) with protein carboxylic amino acid 

residues using N-(ethoxycarbonyl)-2-ethoxy-1,2-dihydroxyquinoline (EEDQ) as a 

coupling agent. EEDQ is a hydrophobic, highly specific reagent for the acti-

vation of carboxyl residues (Belleau and Malek, 1968). EEDQ concentrations 

.,S_ 1.0 mH produced insignificant labeling, while higher concentrations 

(10-30 mM) yielded progressively increased levels of nucleophile coupling 

' (2.0-4.25 Tempamine per bacteriorhodopsin). Only a few of the 19 carboxyl 

residues' found in bacteriorhodopsin were modified by this procedure. ESR 

spectra clearly-revealed an increase in the immobilized spin content of samples 

that was correlated with higher stoichiometries of labeling (Fig. 1, left panel). 
() 

Higher stoichiometries of labeling resulted in a broadening of the central 

line width ( ~H0 ), growth of the low field shoulder of the h+l peak, and 

the appearance of two new ext"rema with a maximum splitting of 68.4 G charac-

teristic of a strongly immobilized signal. Spin-labeled 2.1 TA-BR largely 

retained unmodified protei~ spectral characteristics and proton pumping 

activity. However, higher stoichiometries of lab~ling inhibited proton 
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pumping activity and resulted in bleaching the 570 nm retinal-piotein 

chromophore (Herz, ·1983). The 4.25 TA-BR sample exhibited a 370 nm spectral 

peak characteristic of free retinal and no photocycle activity. This 

suggested the presence of specific buried carboxyl residues essential for 

proton pump activity. 
\ 

Indeed, ESR spec.tra appear to be composed of at least two component~ of 

different mobility (Figure 1, left panel). In order to distinguish spectral 

components located at the protein surface from other labeled sites, the spin 

exchange broadening between protein bound spin labels and paramagnetic ions 

in solution (which requires direct contact between colliding paramagnetic 

species; Keith~ al., 1977) was used to deconvolute the complex ESR spectrum. 

Titration of spin-labeled native bacteriorhodopsin with Na3Fe(CN)6 resulted 

in 'the progressive b~oadening of the spin signal until only a highly immobi

lized signal remained at high Fe(CN) 6
3- concentrations (Fig. 1, right panel). 

Low concentrations of Fe(CN) 6 3~ selectively qu~nched the more mobile campo-

nents of the spectrum, while the immobilized components were not affected. 

3- . 
At 200 mM Fe(CN)6 , only strongly immobilized spin signals remained. In 

·addition, computer subtraction of Fe(CN) 6
3- quenched spectra from control spectra 

revealed high mobility difference spectra (bottom of Fig. 1, right panel). 

The presence of a large immobilized ESR signal that remained ·at high 

F~(CN) 6 3- concentrations suggested the existance of buried spin label ·residues 

in the native membrane-protein structure. Denaturation is expected to open 

the bacteriorhodopsin structure and increase the accessibility of Fe(CN) 6
3- to 

previously buried protein domains. The ESR spectrum of TA-BR in high concen-

trations of SDS-urea appeared as a homogeneous population of spins possessing 

-10 high mobility (T ~ = 7.61 x 10 s), indicative of the release of previously 

immobilized labels. 
. . 3-

In addition, ESR spectra showed that Fe(CN) 6 '"as 

substantially more effective in quenching the SDS-urea treated signal at 
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equivalent concentrations of probe. 

The effects of paramagnetic broadening agents showed that two distinct 

protein domains were spin-labeled, and spectral characteristics demonstrated 

that surface groups were considerably more mobile than buried groups. The 

presence of the iarge immobil\_zed component in 2.1 TA-BR that remained in 

the presence of high Fe(CN)6
3- concentrations but disappears upon denaturation 

is evidence for the existence of buried labels in protein domains. 

Membrane Location of a Buried Carboxyl Group 

The paramagnetic broadening of a series of stearic acid spin labels 

bound to purple membranes was studied in order to: (i) verify that the 

accessibility of Fe(CN) 6
3- quenching agent was limited to the.purple membrane 

surfaces, and (ii) to employ stearic acid as an empirical molecular ruler 

to estimate the depth of buried protein spin labels. The second goal was 

.achieved by examining the paramagnetic broadening of the stearic acid spin 

labels by cu2+ which is capable of acting at a distance by a through-space 

dipolar interaction (Hyde~ al., 1979). 

The effects of Fe(CN) 6
3- and cu2+ on the spectra of 5-, 10- and 

16-doxylstearic acid spin labels were compared. As seen in Figure 2, the 

ESR_spectra of 5NS bound to purple membranes exhibited a strongly immobilized 

spectrum plus a small contribution from an aqueous mobile component. The 

ESR spectral data were used to calculate the apparent order parameter 

(sapp = 0.91), and the half amplitude of motion (Y = 2lu). These values were 

used to determine the nitroxide moiety distance from the membrane surface, 

which was found to be 5.9 A (Herz, 1983). The amplitude and shape of the 

spectra were unaffected by the presence of 10-100 m}l Fe(CN) 6
3- except for 

the loss of the small, aqueous mobile component. 

In contrast to the strongly immobilized 5NS and lONS spectrum, the 

• 

.--, 
• 
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16NS spectrum is only moderately immobilized (2 All = 56.8 G, 

gapp = 0.59, y = 45"). This orientation gives a calculated distance of 

... 
16.6 A for the 16NS nitroxide from the surface. As in the case of SNS, 

high concentrations of Fe(CN)6J- broadened only the aqueous mobile component 

while leaving the immobilized component unaffected. 
'\ 

The dipolar broadening of 5NS, lONS and 16NS by cu2+ exhibited even greater 

differences· when compared to spin-exchange broadening by Fe(CN) 6
3- (Fig. 2). 

The 5NS spectra was almost completely broadened while the more deeply 

buried lONS and 16NS nitroxides were substantially less affected. Thus, the 

line height reduction by cu2+ was inversely correlated with the depth of the 

nitroxide from the membrane surface. These results indicate that Fe(CN) 6
3-

only broadens spin labels by collisional interactions and that it does not 

penetrate the purple membrane to the depth of the 5NS nitroxide. In contrast, 

the di~olar broadening effects 6f cu2+ extend considerably bey6nd the membrane 

surface. 

As a biochemical approach to corroborate the results obtained with para-

magnetic quenching agents, a sequential double modification procedure was 

developed to selectively prereact and thereby block surface carboxyl residues 

so that spin-labeling of only buried residues occurred. In orde~ to block 

surface residues~ the first carboxyl modification used a permanently charged 

non-spin label nucleophile, aminoethanesulfonic acid (AES). After extensive 

washing, the second modification using EEDQ and Tempamine was·carried out as 

in the single step modification. The stoichiometry of the double modification 

~ samples prepared by this procedure contained an average of 0.4 spins per 

bacteriorhodopsin molecule. ESR spectra of the AES/TA double modified bacteriorho-

dopsin showed only a strongly immobilized spin signal with a central line width of 

7.6 G and a maximum hyperfine splitting of 68.7 G (Fig. 2). The strongly 

immobilized ESR signal was not broadened by high concentrations of Fe(CN)63-



as expected for a buried spin residue. Paramagnetic interactions of the 

AES/TA-BR spin label with cu2+ were also examined to estimate its depth 

from the membrane surface. The interaction of 10 mM cu2+ and AES/TA-BR 

resulted in only a small decrease in amplitude (75% of control remained). 

6 

with no apparent broadening. Comparison of the central line height reduction 

' due to cu2+ interaction with the stearic acid spin iabels and AES/TA-BR 

showed that 16NS and AES/TA-BR are affected similarly, and hence, that the 

spin-labeled carboxyl· group is deeply buried within the protein._ Thus, we 

estimate the minimum distance of the buried carboxyl group(s) from the 

membrane surface to be 16.6 A. 

Reporter group-protein chromophore interactions in purple membranes. 

Carboxyl groups on bacteriorhodopsin were labeled with nit.rotyrosine 

met.hyl ester, a pH-sensitive, chromophoric reporter group. The spectral and 

ionization properties of the reporter group were used to monitor the protein 

environment in the vicinity of.the retinal binding site (Herz ~ al., 1983b). 

The absorption spectra (300-700 nm) for the alkaline forward titrations of 

modified bacteriorhodopsin in purple membranes (Fig. 3, upper half) covers the 

visible absorption bands of bacteriorhodopsin that arise from retinal-

protein interactions, as well as the spectral region of the reporter group. 

Alkaline titration from pH 7.0 to pH 11.0 resulted in the formation of a ne~"' 

peak at 428 nm characteristic of the nitrotyrosinate ion and the simultaneous 

decrease in the absorbance of the 570 nm band, exhibiting an isobestic point at 

480 nm. The isobestic point between the nitrotyrosine methyl ester chromophore 

and the bacteriorhodopsin 570 nm chromophore indicated interactions between the 

reporter group and retinal. The absorbance changes at 428 nm (Fig. 3, right 

panel) were used to obtain a pK for the spectral transition of the reporter 

group associated with the forward titration. The protein-bound nitrotyrosine 

,_, 
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methyl ester residue if found to have a pK of about 10-11, at least 3 pK 

units higher than the model compound in solution. 

The backward (acidic) titration of the same sample after 24 hr under 

alkaline conditions revealed a new pattern of spectral changes (Fig. 3, 

lower half). 
• 

The dec.rease in absorbance at 428 nm was no longer coupled to 
. ' 

absorbance changes at 570 nm. · Instead, a new isosbestic point between a 

small peak at 360 nm, characteristic of the nitrotyrosyl, and the 42B nm 

nitrotyrosinate chromophore appeared. The backwards titration also 

demonstrated a new, substantially lower pK = 8.0 for the reporter group 

(Fig. 3, right panel). The results suggest that this reporter group is 

bound to a carboxyl group which resides in a hydrophobic membrane.domain in 

the native state. 

The unusual absorption spectra of the reporter group in modified purple 

membranes is correlated with the unusually high pK of 10-11 •. ·These spectral 

and ionization properties may be due to either an electrostatic interaction 

with a nearby group or a change in the polarity of the environment. Examples 

of nitrotyrosine pK changes, as well as theory, demonstrate that a change 

to a more hydrophobic environment will increase the pK of nitrotyrosine 

residue_s. Exposure to alkaline pH resulted in a localized configurational 

change that transferred the reporter group from a buried hydrophobic membrane 

domain into a more aqueous environment near the membrane surface. As a result 

0 of the configurational change, reporter group-retinal interactions were lost. 

Summary 

Chemical modification and .spin-labeled studies of purple membranes 

have provided the first evidence for buried carboxyl residues within the 

hydrophobic, membrane-protein domains. These findings are consistent with 



current models of bacteriorhodopsin structure (Agard and Stroud, 1982; 

Engelman~ al., 1982; Huang~ al., 1982). In addition, our studies have 

ident;ified distinct functional roles for the buried carboxyl residues. 

Spin label data showed that modification of buried residues resulted in 

loss of protein activity. ' A pH-sensitive, chromophoric reporter group • 
demonstrated that a carboxyl residue in.a hydrophobic membrane environment 

interacts with the retinal chromophore of bacteriorhodopsin. The essential 

nature of carboxyl residues in the activity of membrane proton· pumps has 

be.en demonstrated fot cytochrome oxidase and the ATPase/ synthetases of 

chloroplasts,· mitochondria and bacteria. Hence, this study demonstrating 

essential carboxyl grciups in bacteri6rhodopsin appears consistent with the 

idea that carboxyl residues in hydrophobic environments may be a general 

feature required for activity of membrane proton pumps. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

ESR spectra of carboxyl, spin-labeled bacteriorhodopsin showing 

buried, strongly immobilized residues. 

(left panel): Increase in immobilized spin content correlated· 

with higher stoichiometries of labeling (2.1 - 4~25 spins/ 

bacteriorhodopsin molecule) •. 

(right p~nel): Paramagnetic broadening of 2.1 spin-labeled 

bacteriorhodopsin by Fe(CN) 6
3-. For experimental details 

see Herz ~ al., 1983a. 

Paramagetic broadening of SNS and 16NS stearic acid spin 

labels bound to purple membranes and aminoethanesulfonic 

acid-tempamine double modified bacteriorhodopsin~ 

Reporter group-protein chromophore interactions in purple 

membranes. 

(left panel): Absorption spectra of nitrotyrosine methyl ester 

carboxyl modified bacterlorhodopsin during forward alkaline 

(pH 7-11), and backwards acidic (pH 11~5) pH titration. 

(right panel): Changes in the pK of nitrotyrosine methyl ester 

·covalently bound to purple membranes. For experimental details 

see Herz ~ al., l983b. • 
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